A diploid human genome (HG002) was sequenced with HiFi reads to around 30-fold coverage (SRA accession: SRX5527202). Reads were aligned to the human reference genome using the SMRT Link mapping analysis. Variants were detected using DeepVariant® and the Structural Variant Calling analysis in SMRT Link®. Variant calls were measured against the Genome in a Bottle (GIAB) small variant benchmark (v3.3.2) for SNVs and indels, and v0.6 benchmark for SVs. Phasing was performed using WhatsHap®. Reads were randomly subsampled to evaluate the impact of coverage on variant detection.
**DATA ANALYSIS SOLUTIONS**

- Call variants with HiFi reads using SMRT Analysis\(^2\), and GATK\(^8\) or Google DeepVariant\(^9\).
- Google DeepVariant performance is better than GATK, particularly for indels.
- Detect all variant types including SNVs, indels, SVs, and CNVs\(^4\).
- Comprehensively profile all variants in a human genome with the highest precision and recall\(^4,5,6\).
- Expand variant calling into previously inaccessible regions of the genome, including repetitive regions and medically relevant genes that are difficult to map\(^4,5\).
- Output data in standard file formats – BAM and VCF – for seamless integration with downstream analysis tools.
- Phase small variants into phase blocks using WhatsHap\(^7\).
- Confirm variant calls visually with IGV\(^10\) and GenomeRibbon\(^11\).

### HiFi READS INCREASE VARIANT DISCOVERY POWER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SNVs</th>
<th>Small Indels</th>
<th>SVs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>99.3</td>
<td>98.6</td>
<td>95.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95.1</td>
<td>93.0</td>
<td>95.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96.8</td>
<td>96.8</td>
<td>99.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Coverage of the Cytochrome P450 2D6 (CYP2D6) and CYP2D7 genes with HiFi reads\(^6\) and NGS reads visualized in IGV\(^10\). CYP2D6 is responsible for the metabolism and elimination of approximately 25% of clinically used drugs\(^12\).**

### EXPAND VARIANT DETECTION IN MEDICALLY RELEVANT GENES

- Call variants with HiFi reads using SMRT Analysis\(^2\), and GATK\(^8\) or Google DeepVariant\(^9\).
- Google DeepVariant performance is better than GATK, particularly for indels.
- Detect all variant types including SNVs, indels, SVs, and CNVs\(^4\).
- Comprehensively profile all variants in a human genome with the highest precision and recall\(^4,5,6\).
- Expand variant calling into previously inaccessible regions of the genome, including repetitive regions and medically relevant genes that are difficult to map\(^4,5\).
- Output data in standard file formats – BAM and VCF – for seamless integration with downstream analysis tools.
- Phase small variants into phase blocks using WhatsHap\(^7\).
- Confirm variant calls visually with IGV\(^10\) and GenomeRibbon\(^11\).
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